An Overview of Task Scheduling and Performance Metrics in Grid Computing
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ABSTRACT
Grid computing is form of distributed computing and task scheduling is heart of grid computing. In this paper, we studied task scheduling and various types of system model used for task scheduling. Various possible task states and performance metrics for task scheduling are identified.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The scheduling is the creation of a schedule: a (partially) ordered list specifying how contending accesses to one or more sequentially reusable resources will be granted. Such resources may be hardware such as processors, communication paths, storage devices or they may be software, such as locks and data objects. Task scheduling is the assignment of a set of tasks to some certain resources by means of starting and ending time of tasks, subject to certain constraints [1]. Task scheduling is integrated part of grid computing. The purpose of task scheduling is to allocate resources for executing task. Task scheduling guides resource allocation. As there are many nodes where a task can be executed, the first question to be answered is how to assign the tasks to them. This assignment is known as task allocation, or global scheduling. Once tasks have been allocated, the problem becomes one of defining a feasible local schedule for each node. In this paper, we look at techniques for allocating and scheduling tasks on processors.

2. TASK SCHEDULING POLICIES
In A scheduling algorithm can be classified into clairvoyant or non clairvoyant, with regard to knowledge about characteristics of tasks. A clairvoyant scheduling algorithm may use information of tasks characteristics such as service demand, whereas a non clairvoyant algorithm assumes nothing about the characteristics of the jobs [2].

2.1 Task Assignment
Depending upon task requirement, task can be executed on single site or multiple sites.

- Single Site Scheduling: - In single site scheduling, tasks are not shared among sites. It is executed only on single site.

- Multi Site Scheduling: - Sometimes task scheduling is not possible at single site so in this case tasks are distributed to multiple sites. Grid scheduler dispatches task to multiple sites. In this case, task is divided into subtask and it is distributed over multiple administrative domains. This allows the execution of large task requiring more nodes than available on a single site.

2.2 Types of Grid Model for Task Scheduling
System modelling is a technique to express, visualize, analyst and transform the architecture of a system. A system model is then a skeletal model of the system. It indicates how each component of system interacts within application. System modelling eases the technical transformation of systems.

a) Set of Sites

b) Set of Cluster

Fig. 1 Set of Sites
Site consists of number of computing nodes connected in a distributed manner. These nodes can be used to solve computational problem. Fig. 1 shows set of sites. [3, 4] consider set of sites in grid computing for task scheduling.
In cluster computers are combined into a unified system through software and networking. This aggregation power of computer can be used for computational purpose. Fig. 2 shows set of clusters for task allocation [5].

c) Set of Mobile Nodes

Sometimes computing nodes of site are busy so task execution gets delayed. In this scenario, mobile nodes can be used in combination with sites. If the sites are busy then tasks are passed to mobile nodes to computation. Fig. 4 shows site and mobile nodes used for grid model. [7] considers site plus mobile node in grid application for task scheduling.

d) Set of Site and Mobile Node

3. TASK STATES IN GRID COMPUTING

Task in grid application can be any one of the states as shown in Fig. 5. Basic fundamental states are:

- User: - Tasks are generated by the user.
- Grid user interface: - User submit task through grid user interface.
- Grid scheduler: - Task arriving at a grid scheduler is placed in a global task queue and is served on the order of their arrival i.e. in first come first served (FCFS) manner. Grid scheduler checks workload and resource availability of each site and forward task to site that satisfy task requirement. Thus, it will decompose and distribute tasks to remote sites. If scheduler is busy or no sites satisfy task requirement then task is terminated and appropriate message is sent to user.
- Local scheduler: - It contains task which are assigned by grid scheduler and are waiting to get share of resources. It is responsibility of local scheduler to schedule the task for execution which is assigned by grid scheduler.
- Executing: - Task which is actually using CPU cycles belongs to this state.
- Blocked: - Task for which required resource is currently not available is put in the blocked state.
- Finished: - Task after complete execution goes into this state. Result of the completed task returned to user through grid scheduler.

4. PERFORMANCE METRICS IN GRID COMPUTING
Grid system performance has been measured by various performance metrics. The most commonly used performance metrics are i) Makespan ii) Resource Utilization iii) Service Reliability iv) Fairness Deviation v) Success Task Execution (vi) Response Time. Table I shows description of various performance metrics.

4.1 Uses of Performance Metrics
- Performance metrics helps in measuring significant work.
- Unmeasured work can be minimized or eliminated.
- Desired outcomes are necessary for work evaluation.
- It helps in timely corrective action.
- Work that is not measured or assessed cannot be managed because there is no objective information to determine its value.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the task scheduling methodology and reviewed various types of task scheduling algorithm, nature of task and computing type of tasks is overviews. Various types of system model has been studied given in literature and grid system model has been presented. Different possible states of task and task execution cycle in grid computing are presented. We identified various performance metrics used in grid computing. Uses of performance metrics are discussed.
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